Citizen Resolution # 450522

(For Hearing Officer completion)

Either sex holiday hunt

Currently the County Deer Advisory Councils (CDAC) are only able to offer an antlerless deer hunt for the holiday deer hunt. This limits the CDAC’s from being able to offer other deer harvest options to achieve the deer goals for their county. It would be beneficial to allow the CDAC’s to be able to recommend other harvest options for the holiday hunt such as either sex or buck only hunts if needed to achieve the population goals for the county. A buck could only be harvested during the holiday hunt if the hunter did not harvest a buck during the 9-day deer gun season.

Would you support the Wisconsin Conservation Congress working with the Wisconsin DNR to give CDAC’s the option to recommend antlerless, either sex and buck only holiday hunts. Where a buck could only be harvested if the hunter did not harvest a buck during
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Please print typed resolution on 8 ½ X 11 white paper (one-sided) and provide the WCC County Chair with TWO COPIES at the spring hearing. Only the individual author or designated representative may present the resolution. The author or designated representative must be present at the time the resolution is introduced. No more than two resolutions may be introduced by any person during the Congress portion of the spring hearings.

Contact one of your local WCC delegates with questions or for assistance with writing your resolution.